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EDGE Media Network Contributor
Wednesday Nov 26, 2014

In music, "variation" refers to a formal technique where the
same material is repeated in an altered form. Co-presented by
Signature Theatre and Northern Irish theatre company Field
Day, Sam Shepard's "A Particle of Dread (Oedipus Variations)"
fuzzily entwines two never-before-seen takes on the Oedipus
Tragedy: a modern Southwestern "Law & Order"-style
investigation and a loosely Victorian Era-ish family drama.
According to director Nancy Meckler, the "melding of these two
worlds intertwines Shepard's roots with the history of con�ict
and violence in Northern Ireland that informed the piece's
development."

Compellingly scored by Neil Martin and Todd Livingston live on
cello and dobro slide guitar, at �rst this behind-the-scenes

exploration of theatre's �rst and worst family seems like a great idea. Riveting scenes -- such as when we
meet Oedipus' father King Laius (Aidan Redmond) at a prophetic fertility appointment where it's foretold his
not-yet-conceived son will one day kill him -- create an all-new vantage point.

In another, we learn that Oedipus has put a randy Jocasta (the commanding Brid Brennan) in lockup and then
watch him relent to her pleas for the conjugal visit that gives fate its wheels. Initially these imaginative
exercises make you begin to ponder the nooks and crannies of the myth we presume to know so well.

Unfortunately the rest of this uneven play doesn't live up to these tantalizing high points. As the story
morphs into its modern American West incarnation with Theban parallels Larry, Otto, Jocelyn, Annalee and a
Tiresias-turned-vagabond -- in a committed performance by Lloyd Hutchinson -- plus a pair of not-so-true
detectives, the crime scene investigation device feels forced, redundant and plodding.

With the exception of an excellent Judith Roddy as the Antigone corollary Annalee, who reenacts her
grandpa's crime by leaving her own tainted baby for dead -- her baby daddy had raped and killed the
babysitter in front of the infant -- and becomes a Casey Anthony prototype, e�ectively bringing the mythic
tragedy into today's headlines, the storyline adds little depth or insight to either the Oedipus story or
contemporary life.

Jason Kolotouros as O�cer Harrington is a dead-ringer, perfectly understated cliché of a border patrolman
but his credibility goes to waste as his partner, the more recognizable Matthew Rauch ("Wolf of Wall Street")
as Forensic Investigator RJ Randolph is stuck in overt 'Acting' mode. He and the other best-known name in
this mostly excellent cast, the hero himself, are weak enough links to spoil the bunch.
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Irish actor and longtime Shepard friend and collaborator Stephen Rea, who plays Oedipus and is the co-
founder of Field Day theatre company where the work originated, feels misguided in his embodiment of
Oedipus/Otto, his Woody Allen-esque portrayals undermining both attempted humor and gravitas -- whether
accidentally or deliberately, it's hard to know. All too often I was reminded of the real Allen's Greek theatre
mockumentary in "Mighty Aphrodite" where the Chorus pronounces, "Look, here's a man who killed his
father and slept with his mother," and Jocasta (Olympia Dukakis) pricelessly quips, "I hate to tell you what
they call my son in Harlem."

One of the profound themes of this twisted tragedy that "Particle" does help explore is the value of life when
even on its worst terms; Shepard specializes in worst terms and knows they are all a lot of people get.
Nothing -- apart from murder of course -- can be done about a baby once it's born, and, as the Greeks love to
ponder, life prefers life. Antigone and her three siblings, whom we do not meet in this production, are the
products of unthinkable incest and yet they are alive and entitled to the full range of human emotions.
What's to be done with them?

Trying to contemplate the Oedipal family tree in itself is a guaranteed head cramp. It's fair enough, then, for
Shepard to have his way with the blurred relations between his "variations." But where his half-baked mash-
up of time and place starts to really cost him is when he wants to cash in on catharsis. At what should be the
beginning of the climax, as Oedipus starts to piece together his identity, lines like this from Jocasta, "May you
never learn who you are. Your misery will know no bounds. You must learn to love death's ink-black shadow
as much as you love the light of dawn," sound foolish and reminiscent of Greek theatre revivals at their
pedantic, ponderous worst.

Successful dramas inspired by the Greeks abound and they make their liberties of form and language work to
their advantage -- crackling with immediacy and even humor without compromising on Tragic value. This
attempt by one of contemporary theatre's greatest icons is not one.

"A Particle of Dread (Oedipus Variations)" runs through Jan. 4, 2015, at The Pershing Square Signature Center, 480
West 42nd Street in New York. For tickets or information, call 212-244-7529 or visit www.signaturetheatre.org

Cassandra Csencsitz is a New Yorkbased arts and beauty writer. She received her Bachelor of Arts in Theatre from
Kalamazoo College and Master of Arts from St. John's College's Great Books Program. Cassandra met her husband in Greece
on the University of Detroit Mercy's Classical Theatre Program and they are now the bemused parents of two. Cassandra is
the Communications Director for Trish McEvoy Beauty.
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